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Welcome and introduction
Diederick Sprangers (ENSSER)
Although there is broad agreement that our current way of life in the industrialised world
seriously overburdens the regenerative capacities of the earth, its biodiversity and our health,
there is also agreement among many that current 'sustainable policies' are insufficient to
correct this. Scientific data about the many aspects of this crisis are to a large extent available,
but the way in which they are currently presented and used, apparently does not provide
sufficient incentive to create truly sustainable, effective policies. The science of the availability
and usage of energy resources plays a crucial role in this dilemma. ENSSER organised this
workshop in order to provide a platform for scientists who wish to do something about this.
The workshop was meant to be the first of a series of meetings of which the goal is to develop
a "common language" and identify knowledge gaps, research goals and conflict of interest
demands for research into energy resources and energy usage to support the transition to a
more sustainable energy system. This first workshop should end with a list of topics and
contributions for further activities.
The workshop consisted of three larger and four smaller presentations and a discussion round.
The workshop was financially supported by Triodos Foundation and by the Fondation C.L.
Mayer pour le Progrès de l'Homme.
Limits and problems of the current and near future energy and electric energy
system for our current way of life in Western Europe
Dr. Werner Zittel (Ludwig Bölkow Systemtechnik GmbH and Ludwig Bölkow
Foundation, Munich)
The common economic growth model is unable to predict the actual growth correctly. This is
probably due to the fact that energy flows and material flows are not included in it. In the 20th
century, fossil energy consumption has been the main driver of growth and efficiency
improvement. In the EU, the sum of the energy consumption from coal and from nuclear
energy has been more or less constant since 1965. Most oil and gas used in the EU are
imported; there is relatively little domestic production. World oil production will soon fall,
though the demand is rising. In spite of efforts of various kinds to extract more oil from the
earth, it will be impossible to meet this demand with oil by whatever means. EU gas production
will also probably soon fall; the EU hopes to top it up with gas import, particularly from Russia
– but Russian gas production has also started to fall already. World coal production has
likewise started declining. (China is the largest coal producer; its coal production is also
declining.) Climate policy requires an end to fossil energy use. Electric current will soon
become very important in the energy supply. All these facts show that a total end to fossil
energy supply is an unavoidable imperative.
In the discussion, it was pointed out that almost nobody is underestimating the enormity of
the problem, and yet insufficient action is taken.
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How do natural science and socially acceptable boundary conditions determine
regional and global possibilities for “A Sustainable Future We Want”?
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Scheffran (Institute of Geography, Center for Earth System Research
and Sustainability (CEN), University of Hamburg)
In what way are scientific and social criteria relevant to future energy consumption? What
limits are there to the "Anthropocene", the current geological era of human culture?
It is unclear if the current crises will move into an unstable chaos or into a safer and more
stable future world. The concept of sustainability (in whatever way we define it) balances
human needs and natural limits. Prof. Scheffran presented a plethora of criteria, requirements
and strategies (too many to summarise briefly) for a sustainable transition. One example of a
requirement is that CO2 emissions have to go down to zero within 20-30 years if we want to
achieve the goal of limiting the average temperature rise to 2ºC. He concluded that a global
transition to a low-carbon sustainable energy system should be realised by 2050.
The electricity supply has started to convert to sustainable resources. An important nexus in
the whole complex is that between water, energy and food.
In the discussion, it was remarked that even renewable kinds of energy require some scarce
material resources.
How fast do we, in Western Europe, need to change our unsustainable use of oil and
electric energy and our way of life, either because of limited regional and global
energy resources and their extraction or because of the environmental damages
created?
Dr. Michael Dittmar (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, ENSSER and Critical
Scientists Switzerland)
Having discussed what the limits to humanity's energy household are and how they influence
our current options for a sustainable future, Dr. Dittmar now asked the question how fast we
need to change our ways if we want to keep the door to a sustainable future open. It appears,
unfortunately, that policies of so-called "sustainable development" have made our way of life
less sustainable, because they consist more of nice resolutions than of effective action: talking
does not solve the problems. An example are the CO2 emissions, which must be reduced by
more than 5% per year to achieve the target figure of less than 20% of emissions by 2050;
current EU policies will fail to achieve this. Even the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change of the UN so far excludes energy resource problems like a taboo. Its statements,
consequently, are rather meaningless and ought not to be supported by critical scientists. Even
the popular "planetary boundaries" concept, in the way it is used, does not account for the
fundamental limitations of our finite physical resources.
Europe's dependence on oil imports from Russia, Kazachstan and Azerbaijan is more important
than its dependence on their gas imports, despite the fact that the latter receives more
attention. Why do we not import more oil from the middle east (Syria, Iran and the Arabian
countries), who mainly export it to China and India? Russia is of fundamental importance to
Western Europe to keep our current way of life going – but how long will even Russia be able
to keep this up? Oil is much more finite than we want to believe. So an urgent question is: who
is benefiting from today's EU-Russia conflict?
In the discussion it was pointed out that, as scientists, we should acknowledge our
uncertainties and disagreements (also within this group), focus on the facts and figures and
distinguish these carefully from the opinions – including our own. On the other hand, if an
opinion contradicts the facts, we should of course speak out.
Energy and electricity
Ludovic Touzé Peiffer (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology)
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Nuclear energy provides 28% of the EU electricity production. Nuclear energy has a very low
carbon footprint, but most European reactors are so old that they should be closed by 2030.
Only four new ones are being built; the European Commission hopes that many more will start
to be built in the coming years. It is important to note, in this respect, that in France, the
nuclear power capacity is ca. 0.5 of the total power capacity of the country, but in practice
nuclear power supplies ca. 3/4 of the power production of the country. This means that the
other French energy resources are not used to their full capacity. Like elsewhere, solutions for
a more sustainable and balanced energy system are unclear.
In the discussion, one of the participants mentioned that he was strongly and personally
attacked by the official French expert in the recent French parliamentary inquiry (to which he
had been invited to speak), for criticising the EDF figures and assumptions. (EDF = Electricité
de France.)
Energy and agriculture
Sergio Grancagnolo (Humboldt University, Berlin, and CERN, Geneva)
The production of food requires six to seven times as much energy as the food itself provides
when eaten. Europe has by far the fewest farmers in proportion to the total population,
compared to other continents. The EU is also the largest agricultural importer in the world.
Expressed as land use for agriculture, the difference between EU import and EU export is 50 –
15 = 35 Mha (million hectares). Worldwide, 75% of agricultural resources are used via
industrial methods to feed 30% of the population with their products. These products are often
not affordable to poor and rural people or do not reach them, while on the other hand they
contribute to over-consumption, malnutrition and waste.
Energy and information
Marcus Kracht (University of Bielefeld)
Apart from the science of energy resources itself, the relationship between knowledge (or
information) and energy also requires attention. Scientific knowledge is overrated: human
experience is more important in driving our daily life. Physically, information is equivalent to
energy. Information technology is normally portrayed as a means of energy saving, but there
is no evidence for this. It is important to ask the right questions about the relationship
between information and energy. Should, for instance, the mission of universities be to create
tomorrow's technologies – even if these technologies increase our energy consumption?
Energy and democracy
Craig Morris (Institute for Advanced Sustainability Studies, Potsdam)
Nuclear energy supply does not follow the demand efficiently, like wind and solar energy do. It
turns out that the utilisation ratio of nuclear energy refuses to go below 70%, like that of other
types of energy does when required. This is the opposite of what we read in peer reviewed
papers. Dr. Morris raises these questions among stakeholders but receives no answers to
them; in fact, he observes that no one wants to talk about it.
The original roots of the German "Energiewende" (energy transition) lie in the fact that
German farmers demanded to be heard in the nuclear energy debate in the 1970s. The
"Energiewende" has made German democracy stronger, as Dr. Morris further explains in his
book "Energy Democracy".
Discussion: Next steps – topics, activities, framework
Each of the participants was asked what his single most important priority in this field,
formulated in one line, was. These were their answers:
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Review of current debate and gaps (bottom-up sustainability instead of business plans)
Identify some precise scientific subjects with gaps of knowledge and study them
The role of humans (behaviour etc.) in the energy transition (stakeholders), for
instance peace and security
Consequences of not taking action
Provide an image of what a sustainable solution will look like
Focus on Western Europe and on the failure of the promises of technological progress
The PR message: the mythology of technology, the technofix
What is the most efficient way to communicate critical scientific output?
Beat the drum, get in the papers (NB Germany is the only country with any debate on
this)
Making allies with / supporting political movements
Where are the openings for interventions and on what level?

It was clear from this that we did not simply see one course of action for us. On the other hand
there seemed to be consensus that the group could come to some effective action if it
discussed these issues further. Being asked how ENSSER could facilitate this, participants
suggested:







look for common ground with other organisations, notably the Union of Concerned
Scientists (UCS, USA), Nuclear Transparency Watch, Ugo Bardi, the International
Network of Engineers and Scientists for Global Responsibility (INES), Scientists for
Global Responsibility (SGR)
link scientists across disciplines
link scientists on a European level
start an email list on this topic
organise the next workshop no later than next spring, at the same location in Berlin; a
subject could be gap analysis; the focus should now be on common action rather than
on personal specialties

During the discussion, one participant remarked that the connection with this group was
important to him, since he was working in complete isolation on this subject.
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